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Introduction

A global mining company seems an unlikely hero in a story about inclusion and diversity (I&D). 

But in 2016, the world’s largest mining group, BHP, announced plans to support greater balance in 
the gender mix of its workforce by 2025. At the time, the company had a base of 17% women, which 
is not unusual in an industry that’s about 80% male. The company’s leaders said that BHP needed to 
better reflect the diverse communities in which it worked. 

Action followed the announcement. BHP added inclusive language to its charter (“we are successful 
when our teams are inclusive and diverse”), redesigned tasks to remove gender and demographic 
bias, and expanded apprentice programmes that encourage applications from women and indige-
nous people. The company created flexible working options for all employees, and it created formal 
sponsorship programmes for women. In every department, in every mine, in every location—action 
was taken to make sure language and behaviour became intentionally inclusive. 

Two years into its initiative, BHP is focusing on a sustained effort to meet its aspirational targets over 
time. And BHP’s inclusion index (which covers topics such as having a workplace free from harass-
ment, leaders communicating commitment to diversity and the employee experience) has improved, 
bringing with it better business outcomes. In fact, BHP’s most diverse and inclusive teams exceed 
the company average on a range of performance metrics: They have lower injury rates and better ad-
herence to work plans and production targets. 

The progress is encouraging. It’s also replicable. 

In this report, Bain & Company presents practical recommendations to help organisations build 
more diverse and inclusive workplaces. Our findings are based on in-depth pilots with multiple FTSE 
100 clients, an extensive survey of UK employees, interviews with leaders and experts, and Bain & 
Company’s extensive global research on inclusion and diversity.

Through all of our experiences, we’ve found that sustained corporate action can make a difference, 
even from the most difficult starting points.
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Taking action

There is a strong correlation between diversity and better corporate performance. It’s increasingly 
well documented that decision making, return on investment, innovation and the ability to capture 
new markets all improve when diversity is present in the workplace.

Despite the benefits, diverse groups remain underrepresented at senior levels of businesses in the 
UK and Ireland. Even with business, political and societal pressure on the issue, inclusion and diver-
sity remains elusive to many companies.

As of September 2018, 30% of FTSE 100 board seats were filled by women. But the metrics among 
FTSE 350 companies continue to fall short, and the number of women in chief executive positions 
remains staggeringly low (see Figure 1).

The situation for other minority groups is harder to assess because the data is tracked less frequently, 
but performance appears mixed at best. Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) representation on 
FTSE 100 boards increased 2% between 2014 and 2017, topping out at 8%. But BAME representa-
tion in executive and CEO roles in FTSE 100 companies actually declined from 2014 to 2016. 

Figure	1: Female representation at senior levels is still low

Note: FTSE 350 comprises the largest 350 UK companies by market capitalisation 
Sources: Higher Education Student Statistics: UK, 2016/17; Office for National Statistics EMP04: employment by occupation, September 2018; Hampton-Alexander Review,
2018; Financial Times
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In addition to underrepresentation, our research shows that minority employees have lower engage-
ment scores, feel less included and have less confidence that they can reach senior leadership posi-
tions despite having the same ambition as other employees to do so (see Figure 2). Minority engage-
ment drops even further when intersectionality (for example, BAME women) enters the picture 
(see Figure 3).

These intangible factors, such as how people feel about their workplace, matter. Employee engage-
ment has proven and quantifiable impacts on company performance. Companies with a higher em-
ployee Net Promoter Score® have distinct competitive advantages over other firms, including greater 
retention, higher levels of employee advocacy, overall better performance and faster growth.

I&D progress isn’t easy, but there is a path forward. Using data from the Hampton-Alexander Review, 
a UK government-appointed independent review body focused on increasing female representation 
on FTSE 350 boards, we see that companies with similar contexts, such as industry, sector and geog-
raphy, achieve wide variations in their levels of diversity (see Figure 4). In short, corporate action can 
make a difference.

Figure	2: Diverse populations feel less engaged and less included in the workplace

Notes: Net Promoter®, Net Promoter System®, Net Promoter Score® and NPS® are registered trademarks of Bain & Company, Inc., Fred Reichheld and Satmetrix Systems, Inc.;
men n=2,174; women n=2,333; BAME stands for black, Asian and minority ethnic, n=553; LGBTQ+ stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, plus, n=345;
inclusion score is calculated based on the percentage of respondents who agree to nine questions on inclusion (all weighted equally); percentage of respondents confident to reach
senior leadership answered agree/strongly agree to “are you confident you can reach a senior leadership position at your organisation?” 
Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)
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Figure	3: Intersectionality affects engagement

Notes: Net Promoter®, Net Promoter System®, Net Promoter Score® and NPS® are registered trademarks of Bain & Company, Inc., Fred Reichheld and Satmetrix Systems, Inc.
BAME stands for black, Asian and minority ethnic; LGBTQ+ stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, plus
Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)
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Figure	4: Gender diversity varies across industries

Note: FTSE 350 comprises the largest 350 UK companies by market capitalisation
Sources: Bain & Company; Hampton-Alexander Review, 2018
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Our research found five specific actions that are effective in improving inclusion and diversity 
(see Figure 5).

• Focus on facts. 

• Lead and cascade.

• Mitigate bias systematically. 

• Prioritise carer support, flex and sponsorship.

• Communicate intentionally and inclusively. 

Focus	on	facts

In most organisations, I&D data is patchy at best. To enable change, organisations need a clear and 
factual understanding of their starting point. 

Backed by data rather than assumptions, leaders often reset their approach. For example, PriceWater-
houseCooper (PwC), a global professional services firm, assumed that a gender imbalance among se-
nior-level employees was the result of women leaving the workforce. 

Figure	5: Five corporate actions can improve inclusion and diversity

Source: Bain & Company
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In response, it invested in retention and maternal support programmes for women. But the data re-
vealed that male attrition was higher than female attrition at every level above junior employees. Re-
gardless of who left the company (men or women), PwC had predominantly been replacing its expe-
rienced “leavers” with men. Once PwC had a clear, data-supported understanding of the situation, it 
shifted its initiatives. Rather than focus solely on female retention, PwC addressed female recruit-
ment efforts for experienced positions to help close the gender gap at its more senior levels.

But what data should inform action? 

Firstly, find the starting point. How many men, women and minority group members work in the or-
ganisation overall? And how are those groups represented across geographies, business units, func-
tions and rank? 

Secondly, map the data across the talent life cycle—recruitment, promotion and retention—to see 
how the organisation attracts and develops diverse employees. Using this information, executives can 
model how the workforce will evolve in the future. For example, we used talent life cycle data to show 
one company how it would never reach gender parity in its leadership team at its current recruit-
ment, promotion and retention rates. The data identified recruitment as the most influential factor 
keeping the company from its parity goals (see Figure 6). 

Figure	6: Use data to track recruitment, promotion and retention trends, and then align on where 
to focus efforts

Source: Bain & Company
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Thirdly, seek to understand how employees feel about the organisation and their potential within it. 
Employees’ perceptions are key inputs to an effective I&D strategy (see Figure 7). Find out how work-
ers perceive leadership’s commitment and the efficacy of available programmes and initiatives; ask 
how included, engaged and confident they feel in the workplace; and understand where unconscious 
bias mitigations are required.

Lead	and	cascade	

Visible and committed leadership is the most critical factor in creating equal opportunities for di-
verse talent in the workplace (see the Bain Brief “Actions Speak Louder than Words: CEO Conduct 
That Counts”). According to our study, employees’ feelings of inclusion nearly double when leaders 
make inclusion and diversity a visible priority (see Figure 8).

The task, then, is to define and deploy leadership commitment. Executives should approach inclu-
sion and diversity just as they would tackle any other strategic initiative.

• Secure buy-in from the top team.

• Engage line managers with specific, time-bound goals.

• Embed and celebrate desired behaviours.

• Track results, and solicit feedback. 

Secure	buy-in	from	the	top	team	

Inclusion and diversity must be established as a nonnegotiable commitment among the top team 
and embedded into the vision, values and culture of an organisation. 

One way to cement commitment is to put it in writing. Diageo, an FTSE 100–listed multinational 
beverage company, recognised inclusion and diversity as critical to its culture more than 15 years ago. 
At the time, the company amended its corporate values statement to add “we value each other.” Dia-
geo made diverse people and perspectives part of the company’s narrative, rather than an after-
thought. Today, Diageo is considered a global diversity pioneer.

Engage	line	managers	with	specific,	time-bound	goals	

Commitment to inclusion and diversity must cascade from the boardroom to the front line, support-
ed by line managers along the way. Employees need to know that inclusion and diversity are import-
ant to their direct boss as “proximity trumps seniority” (see the Bain Report Everyday Moments of 
Truth: Frontline Managers Are Key to Women’s Career Aspirations). 
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Figure	7: Base your inclusion and diversity (I&D) strategy on data

Source: Bain & Company
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Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)
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Embed	and	celebrate	desired	behaviours

Culture reflects a company’s everyday behaviours at scale. When a culture is inclusive, companies re-
port 58% higher engagement, as measured by their employee Net Promoter Score.

Many organisations are daunted by the prospect of changing culture. But two small steps can make 
important strides toward building an inclusive environment: senior executives role modelling inclu-
sive behaviour; and promoting inclusive everyday behaviours across the board.

People from minority groups are less likely to feel as though they have role models in their organisa-
tion to whom they can relate. For example, LGBTQ+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, plus) 
men in the UK are 26% less likely to feel as though they have role models at work compared with 
non-LGBTQ+ men, increasing the importance of conscious role modelling and championing of di-
verse candidates. 

Senior leaders set the tone for the rest of the company. Our research indicates that having a CEO or 
executive team member model inclusive behaviour can increase an employee Net Promoter Score by 
59%, regardless of his or her own identity profile.

Respectful and honest exchanges between line managers and their reports can help foster a sense of 
value and belonging for everyone, regardless of demographic group. Seemingly small gestures, such 
as a line manager openly leaving the office early to care for a child, may help employees recognise 
their own potential to balance work and personal demands and to be successful. Such behaviours and 
observations accumulate over time and help colleagues determine whether they feel valued and re-
spected in the workplace.

Companies can support managers to act by articulating inclusive behaviour and promoting its use in 
the workplace. Daily, line managers can take the following actions to foster inclusion and diversity.

• Get to know the diverse individuals on your team. Understand their goals and ambitions, both at 
work and at home.

• Be a sponsor. Encourage individuals to pursue the right opportunities to further their careers, 
and visibly advocate for them. 

• Promote different types of flexible working arrangements to all members of your team, and cele-
brate positive performance outcomes. 

• Actively promote inclusive behaviour within your team. Make sure all voices are heard in meet-
ings; solicit feedback from employees who don’t typically contribute. 

• Be transparent about your own lifestyle boundaries. Make it clear when you leave early for a 
child’s school event or other personal commitments. 
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Track	results,	and	solicit	feedback	

Similar to any strategic initiative, I&D programme results must be tracked and evaluated against the 
agreed-upon goals. Some companies have implemented inventive mechanisms to secure employee 
feedback. Centrica, a British multinational energy and services company, established a reverse men-
toring programme to help experienced leaders learn from their millennial employees. Centrica is 
learning what younger employees value and using that feedback to shape the company’s culture.

Mitigate	bias	systematically	

While unconscious bias had evolutionary benefits to early humans, it can result in suboptimal deci-
sion making in the modern workplace. Human brains process information differently when it comes 
from people we perceive as dissimilar to us, which influences how we think, behave and interact. 

Employees in the UK and Ireland reported experiencing bias in the workplace. Our survey found that 
women are more likely than men to be told to be more confident, and women are three times more 
likely than men to say that they received feedback on how they dress (see Figure 9). 

US companies are trying to tackle this issue, spending an estimated $8 billion annually on training 
programmes, with little evidence to suggest meaningful efficacy (see the Bain Brief “Charting the 
Course: Getting Women to the Top”). Research that examined more than 800 companies over rough-
ly 30 years found that minority representation in management actually decreased after mandatory di-
versity training was introduced compared with companies where no diversity training was delivered 
or the training was voluntary.

Because it’s difficult to train away bias, it’s more effective to establish processes to mitigate them. 
Start by defining where bias can influence key decisions, and then put systems in place to diminish 
those prejudices. Bias may exist at any point in the talent life cycle, but obvious focal points are re-
cruiting, promotion, performance evaluations and project assignment processes.
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At these points, systematic mitigations can be embedded into processes to counteract bias. For exam-
ple, job descriptions can be written toward capabilities rather than sector-specific terms that may lim-
it the candidate pool to “more of the same.” Candidate pools can be identified in other ways, such as 
through anonymising software or standardised tests instead of unstructured interviews. 

Figure	9: Gender-biased feedback is prevalent

Note: Excludes “prefer not to say”
Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)
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Job descriptions: 
Certain language and 
information appeals more 
to certain groups; asking 
for relevant experience 
will get you “more of the 
same” recruits.

• Remove biased language that may skew the talent pool.

• Describe the capabilities needed for the role rather than defaulting 
to sector-specific experience. 

• Be clear about compensation and pay. 
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Prioritise	carer	support,	flex	and	sponsorship

Shifting demographics and population dynamics are changing the modern workplace. As examples, 
a “sandwich generation” has emerged, composed of employees who must care for both their children 
and their parents. Also, dual-career households are on the rise. Nearly half of UK households with 
dependent children have two parents who work full time. Meanwhile, the youngest generations of 
workers, millennials and Generation Z, are rewriting career paths in general. Instead of holding a 
single full-time job, they often meet their earning needs through “portfolio careers,” comprising a 
combination of part-time roles and freelance or temporary assignments. 

The message to employers is loud and clear: Employees need help balancing their multifaceted lives. 
Twenty percent of caregivers in the UK said that their work has been negatively impacted by their 
caregiving demands, and 2.3 million people have given up work altogether.

Common	issues	with	bias	
in	recruiting

Proven	mitigations

Applications: 
Applicant pools aren’t 
sufficiently diverse.

• Put more than one diverse candidate on the short list; studies have 
shown that a woman has zero likelihood of being hired if she is the 
only female candidate on the short list. 

• Leverage partnerships with organisations that can tap into more 
diverse talent pools. For instance, Google has a programme with 
historically black colleges and universities that has delivered a 
6x increase in the number of black engineers joining its 
technical teams.

Screening: 
Diverse candidates 
are screened out of 
the process.

• Anonymise applications or use software to simulate 
diverse screening.

• Use contextual recruiting to help determine the significance of 
someone’s qualifications. Companies such as Rare Recruitment do 
this using factors such as postcode and refugee status, leading to a 
50% higher chance that candidates from disadvantaged back-
grounds will be hired.

Interviews: 
Unstructured inter-
views don’t highlight 
the best candidates.

• Replace traditional, unstructured interviews with standardised 
tests and interviews. Accuracy in hiring decisions has been 
shown to increase 9% by moving away from unstructured inter-
views, despite interviewers feeling more confident in their deci-
sions following unstructured interviews.
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Our survey sought out the most effective initiatives to help companies foster inclusion and diversity 
and support diverse workplace needs. Among all populations surveyed, the same three progressive 
programmes mattered most to employees (see Figure 10):

• carer support, such as emergency dependent care and in-office childcare; 

• flexible working arrangements, the ability to regularly work from home, to work part-time or 
shifted hours, or to take sabbatical leave; and

• formal sponsorship from leaders who advocate for and support diverse employees’ 
career development.

Carer	support	for	all

The need to balance caregiving and career affects every gender and age group in the workforce. 
Younger men reported feeling a greater sense of family responsibility than previous generations, 
with slightly more than 50% of men age 25 to 44 reporting that they share household duties equally 
with their partner. However, only 5% of UK businesses offer childcare in the workplace. And senior 
workers, who carry significant knowledge and experience, are increasingly limiting or ending their 
careers to meet the needs of their elderly parents or older relatives. 

The conclusion: Carer support is important to everyone, not just women. Workers of the future, 
across every demographic, will face an increasing need to balance carer roles with workplace de-
mands. Effective carer support, in addition to maternity and paternity benefits, will be critical for em-
ployers to recruit and retain talent.

Flexible	working	arrangements	for	all	

Most UK and Ireland employers offer flexible working options; 80% of respondents had part-time 
work options available to them, and more than 60% said they could work flex time or from home. 
But stigma around such arrangements persists. Our survey found that 39% of men and 38% of wom-
en believed using flex work would negatively impact their career trajectory. And only half of respon-
dents felt that flex was supported by their supervisors (see Figure 11).

The benefits, however, are clear. When offered, supported and used by all, flexibility has the potential 
to increase employee advocacy by 37%. 

Fiona Vines, who leads I&D efforts at BHP, stressed that workplace flexibility is possible, even in 
nontraditional work environments. “In operational environments in mines, working from home is 
really not possible. But we give people choice,” she explained. “Roster choice or timetable choice—
whatever choice we can offer sends a strong signal of trust.” 

Vines noted that men at BHP have adopted flexible work options just as enthusiastically as women, 
and that has positively affected employees’ overall mindset about I&D initiatives.
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Figure	10:  Carer support, flex and sponsorship were the top three initiatives that matter to 
all demographics

Notes: Men n=2,174; women n=2,333; BAME stands for black, Asian and minority ethnic, n=553; LGBTQ+ stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, plus, n=345;
SES stands for socioeconomic status, low SES n=1,013; age 50 and older n=818; top three for each based on efficacy rating that’s calculated by averaging responses to “how
significant has the following initiative been in improving your desire to stay at your workplace?” 1=not significant, 2=somewhat significant, 3=very significant; sponsorships include
formal and informal; carer support includes on-site childcare and emergency dependent care; affinity groups include LGBTQ+, ethnic, women, parents and external affinity groups;
working flexibly for women and age 50 and older includes flexitime and working from home; whistleblowing excluded
Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)
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Companies we’ve seen successfully adopt flex options:

• make carer support and flexible working arrangements available to all employees;

• build cultural support for flex work, starting with a strong commitment from the CEO and 
cascading down through leadership teams and line-level managers;

• encourage senior leaders to use flexible working schedules and to share their experiences 
with employees;

• put technology and processes in place to support flex work;

• establish and communicate clear policies for flex work, particularly as they relate to promotion 
practices (see the Bain Brief “Integrating Work and Life”); and 

• ensure that high-profile and challenging projects are assigned to flex workers so that they contin-
ue to grow and progress in their careers.

Formal	sponsorship	for	diverse	groups

Sponsors are individuals of influence who advocate for others to ensure that they are considered for 
relevant roles or opportunities. They give concrete opportunities, rather than advice. Sponsorship can 
occur in addition to mentorship, but it is more effective than merely having a professional sounding 
board. Women, for example, have been shown to be overmentored and undersponsored compared 
with their male peers. Without sponsorship, women are less likely than men to be appointed to 
top roles. 

Research from Moving Ahead, a UK-based social enterprise focused on improving workplace diversi-
ty and inclusion, has shown that structured and formal sponsorship programmes are more effective 
than organic or self-directed initiatives, particularly for minority groups. Formal programmes provide 
more clarity and purpose, have more specific expectations and are easier to assess. They also have de-
fined beginning, middle and end points, so closing or changing the relationship is not viewed 
as a failure.

Sponsorship has also proven to be important for women, who may be less inclined to build these re-
lationships naturally (see the Bain Report Creating a Positive Cycle: Critical Steps to Achieving Gender 
Parity in Australia). At EY, a global professional services firm, a formal sponsorship programme called 
“Career Watch” matched high-performing female and ethnic minority managers with partners in 
their business lines. The objective was to champion the sponsees toward positions in senior manage-
ment. EY credits the programme, in part, with a 7% increase in BAME representation at its partner 
level since 2011. 
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Communicate	intentionally	and	inclusively	

No two people see or experience inclusion and diversity the same way, making it a divisive subject 
and a key challenge to overcome. 

The issue is perception. Employees from different backgrounds can look at the exact same leadership 
team, or the same set of actions, and perceive them very differently. As an example, our survey found 
that men are 23% more likely than women to agree that their leadership team is sufficiently diverse. 

An even larger perception gap existed between senior and junior employees: Senior leaders are twice 
as likely to believe that gender parity is a visible priority within their organisation than their employ-
ees and twice as likely to believe that their organisation had effective initiatives in place to promote 
inclusion and diversity. Also, senior employees, men and women, are more likely to believe that their 
organisation’s senior leadership team is sufficiently diverse (see Figure 12). 

Without data, employees rely on anecdotes and perceptions to build a narrative about the organisa-
tion, which may perpetuate myths or unhelpful stereotypes. Companies must be thoughtful about 
how they engage in I&D conversations to shape the narrative.

Figure	12: Senior and junior employees’ perceptions vary dramatically

Notes: Men n=2,174; women n=2,333
Source: Bain & Company Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 2018 (n=4,521, weighted to reflect UK and Ireland market)

My organisation’s senior leadership team is sufficiently diverse

Senior men Senior womenJunior men

61%

42%

57%

37%

Junior women
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We’ve observed three successful strategies for framing and communicating corporate I&D narratives 
to address the perception issue.

• Link diversity to the fundamental corporate purpose. 

• Include everyone in the narrative.

• Fill the void with facts.

Link	diversity	to	the	fundamental	corporate	purpose

There’s a strong business case for organisations to pursue diverse leaders, employees and even cus-
tomers. The benefits are increasingly well documented; ethnically mixed teams have more successful 
investments than those with shared ethnicity. 

An organisation’s long-term vision, corporate values or strategic playbook can communicate the po-
tential for inclusion and diversity to advance business priorities, such as growth. For instance, IBM, 
the global computer hardware and IT firm, considers global workforce diversity at the heart of its 
strategy to be one of the world’s leading integrated companies and to mirror the diversity of its global 
customer base.

Include	everyone	in	the	narrative

Good intentions can go awry. Inclusive messaging can backfire on organisations when they focus too 
narrowly on certain minority groups or fail to recognise all facets of diversity. Many organisations 
have found that I&D messaging resonates best with employees when the words “diversity” and “in-
clusion” are absent and when the message is framed from the perspective of all employees. For ex-
ample, the UK division of Mars, the global manufacturer of confectionery, pet food and food prod-
ucts, has repositioned flexibility in its workplaces to be open for all, not just women. 

A company’s actions in the real world can build pride within the team. Within Burberry, a British lux-
ury fashion house, employees generally understood that the company welcomed members of the 
LGBTQ+ community. But once Burberry turned its position into an external campaign, employees re-
ported feeling greater pride in the organisation. 

Fill	the	void	with	facts	

In the absence of information, speculation thrives. It’s in leaders’ best interest to be as proactive and 
transparent as possible when communicating I&D progress and actions. Celebrate successes and rec-
ognise shortcomings to build trust.

Young companies are redefining how this is done. Monzo, a mobile-only bank based in the UK, regu-
larly publishes the demographic statistics of its workplace, which are gathered through an anony-
mous survey. The report sheds light on what the company is working on, and builds context and sup-
port around actions to improve inclusion and diversity. 
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Conclusion

Progress toward inclusion and diversity in the workplace has been slow. We must remember that the 
current status is reflective of decades-old practices and beliefs. Ambitious as we may be, we won’t 
overturn them overnight. 

But there are many bright spots illuminating this journey. The advantages of inclusion and diversity 
are well documented and increasingly widely accepted. Attention to this issue is growing, with more 
enterprises and even governments stepping up and asserting their will to do better. Younger genera-
tions are demanding it. 

The modern workplace can achieve inclusion and diversity. Examples such as BHP and others are 
bravely modelling the way and rewriting their legacies. 

The five actions we described in this research offer a proven starting point for companies on the 
I&D journey. Through sustained and concerted action, companies can create environments in 
which both the enterprise and its employees thrive. With intention and focus, by taking action, 
we will gain traction.
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Research methodology

The 4,521 people who responded to the survey represent a range of positions and circumstances. 
Slightly more women than men responded: 52% compared with 48%, respectively. About half of the 
respondents are from private companies, 25% from publicly listed companies, and the balance from 
government, nonprofit or other organisations. About 70% of respondents are from organisations 
with more than 1,000 employees. 

Within their organisations, about 10% of the respondents are junior employees; of this cohort, 30% 
identified as experienced workers, and 30% are junior to middle managers. Twenty percent are se-
nior managers, and about 10% are leaders (that is, managing directors, executive-level team mem-
bers or CEOs).

Fifty-five percent of the respondents are younger than 40 years old, while those between 40 and 60 
years old make up 40% of the sample set, and the remainder is older than 60. 

Sixty percent of respondents are married or in civil partnerships; 35% are single, and 5% are wid-
owed, separated or divorced. About 55% of respondents have children.

Responses were weighted to ensure the overall sample was representative of the UK and Ireland 
workforces in regard to gender mix, industry and career level.

In addition, Bain & Company interviewed 50 human resources development experts and industry 
leaders. Our global experience working with client partners to diagnose and resolve I&D issues in 
their workplaces is reflected in the report as well.

Inclusion score out of 100% is based on agreement with nine equally weighted questions across 
three categories. 

• Role models: “My CEO role models inclusive behaviour”; “My direct supervisor role models in-
clusive behaviour.”

• Day-to-day experiences: “I feel my ideas are heard and valued”; “I feel free to express my views 
and opinions in the workplace”; “I can be successful as my authentic self in my organisation”; 
“I feel comfortable and included at my company’s social or networking events.” 

• Organisational norms: “In my work environment, everyone is treated fairly regardless of personal 
background”; “My company is effective at retaining people with different backgrounds, character-
istics and perspectives”; “Inclusion is a central part of my organisation’s values.”
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Employee	Net	Promoter	Score

Our survey used the employee Net Promoter Score tool to gauge employees’ loyalty. We asked 
employees to rate on a scale of zero to 10 their likelihood to recommend working for their 
companies, managers or organisations. Depending on their scores, we grouped respondents 
into three categories. 

• Promoters (score of 9 or 10): People who feel their lives have been enriched by their relationships 
with their organisations or leaders. They behave like loyal employees, typically staying longer and 
talking up the organisation to their friends and colleagues.

• Passives (score of 7 or 8): People who are fairly satisfied, but not loyal, employees. They rarely talk 
up their companies, and when they do, it’s likely to be qualified and unenthusiastic. If a better of-
fer comes along, they are likely to defect.

• Detractors (score of zero to 6): People who feel their lives have been diminished by their associa-
tions with their organisations or leaders. They are dissatisfied and even dismayed by how they are 
treated. They frequently speak negatively about their organisations and are likely to leave as soon 
as they find something better.

Our research has shown that employee engagement has proven and quantifiable impacts on compa-
ny performance. Companies with higher employee Net Promoter Scores have distinct competitive ad-
vantages, including greater retention, higher levels of employee advocacy, overall better performance 
and faster growth.
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